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Why did the football team fumble the handoff?

They didn’t use a secure transfer method.

Cybersecurity Jokes to Make Any Security Geek Chuckle 
(or Groan)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Heath - Thanks Angela,  lets start with a quick joke...<delay 5 sec…. Hint “its related to our topic today” …. click for answer>>IThey didn’t’ use a secure transfer method…   I can tell, everyone is laughing…  all right --  lets get started
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Heath & RichardWithin HelpSystems, Become the leader!  That’s our goal -- HelpSystems help companies like yours to build a better IT.    We have a big push on tools that will help you, help our customer protect their investments around data, infrastructure, and automation for multiple platforms like – Windows, Linux, and IBM i.  HelpSystems started in 1982, over 35 years ago, we now have over 20,000 customers worldwide in almost every industry, with over 25 offices worldwide supporting over 1200 employees.    We see IT transformation as a JOURNEY not a destination; as we continue to drive forward helping you Build a Better IT, and with that, HelpSystems focus starts with SECURITY and AUTOMATION.  Breaking that down into 6 buckets if you will; Within SECURITY; we have Data Security, Identity & Access Management, and Infrastructure Protection.  Within Automation; we  have Robotic Process Automation, Workload Automation, and Infrastructure Automation.  Richard – Exactly Heath, and Today, our focus is with MFT – Managed File Transfers,  and this for most part will fall in the Security Bucket; however, some solutions also offer the automation as well to help streamline those file movements. --- from our MFT evaluation guide, it's really true regarding finding the right MFT solution for you.  "Just like buying a vehicle, you need to consider performance, available options, dependability, service, Long term cost of ownership,  and more when evaluating a managed file transfer solution. After all, you’re not just parking this software “like a vehicle” in your own garage. Your decision impacts many people, multiple departments, an entire enterprise at times. It’s vital to assess your solution options carefully.----  just notes--------------------https://www.helpsystems.com/blog/how-evaluate-mft-vendors  (https://www.helpsystems.com/blog/how-evaluate-mft-vendors) 
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What is Managed File Transfer?

1. Solution for managing inbound and outbound 
file transfers

2. Replaces old technology like regular FTP, 
standard email, legacy scripts, portable zip 
drives

3. “Managed” file transfer refers: Automation to 
centralization Or "Managed" file transfer 
adds automation and centralization

4. Able to transfer all file sizes and volume of 
file transfer needs

5. Secure files at rest and in motion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Heath & RichardHeath - 1. ->  What is Managed File Transfer, also known as MFT.  Overall – an enterprise MFT solutions focus is around secure file transfer,  solutions that organizations use to exchange their data safely both inbound and outbound using protocols like SFTP, HTTPS, AS2. These solutions helps organizations automate their data transfers, it could apply encryption, brings them centralization of their file transfer activity, ability to monitor the users and their file transfers and even statuses.   It's the entire package!  to help with the day to day file movements.Richard -  2.0 ->   Great point Heath, That's exactly it.  There are organizations from your smaller shops to the larger fortune 500 companies that need to transfer just a handful of documents to several or thousands of files daily.    They could be pushing payments, invoices, policies, inventories, or many types of  reports.  Today many are still using outdated older and less secure technology to move files.  Traditionally, the way to exchange this information has been based on plain old FTP or SSH, these are methods are not secure. -- Maybe you are using those very popular cloud type services like Box , Dropbox, Google Drive, ShareFile, Salesforce and so on --- many different services with little to no tracking, limited to no security.  --  Or you might have non-secure APIs that are opening some security vulnerabilities within applications that are sharing data back and forth.Heath - 2.1 ->  Richard, that’s definitely something to think about, plus I still come across users that still use standard email, its quick and simple…right…. To add to this list, I even talked with users that are saving information to an external disk or portably drive and than manually delivering the content themselves.   These are also no longer viable protocols as we need to tighten things up especially around transmitting potential PII, PHI, PCI, or other sensitive information. Too add to this,, Old or legacy tools should be replaced!  Another more tasking method is Automated Scripts. These scripts could be awesome, they could be very complex – they could do a lot;  However, what we find is that they’re typically hard to maintain, almost impossible to keep up to date, manage them,  and some are very challenging just to use them.  Heath  -3.   This 3rd point.... The key word,,, " Managed “,  can  cover a lot of ground from automation for files moving internally to the automated files being transferred across your network, systems, and trading partners.  Plus, to having 1 solution, 1 tool that is centralized, allowing you to manage those file transfers that are moving from server to server, person to person, and really anything in between – a single point of administration is key.4.  Your MFT solution should be scalable, to be able to handle the volume and the size of the files that need to be transferred, even if it's a few, a dozen to thousands of file per day. 5.  Last point, an MFT solution should be able to secure your Files in Motion – in transit,  and also at restNext slide==============================================================a powerful managed file transfer (MFT) solution – that enterprise solution that’ll  It’s vital to assess your solution options carefully.Forget the splashy ads, the come-ons and sales spiels. You need to get down to what your unique business needs are for file transfers; what your future requirements might be; your service expectations; and how well each provider can meet those needs and expectations. There’s a whole showroom of software options but, finding the one that’s right for you takes forethought, careful consideration of needs and outcomes, and ideally, a test-drive that impresses from the start.
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Understanding the Benefits

MFT solution benefits:

Maintain Strong Cybersecurity  Practices

Follow Encryption Protocols

 Security Settings
 Audit trails
 Security Zones
 Meet policies

 Encrypt in transit and at rest
 Compress
 OpenPGP, AES, SSL, and SSH

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Heath -   <use pointer>Many organizations struggle to fully protect the data shared by their employees, customers, trading partners, and third-party vendors. Information can easily be sent to the wrong person, stored on the wrong server, or shared with a non-secured application. With these concerns, IT teams are desperately looking for ways to minimize the risks that accompany data exchange.As for benefits of a good MFT solution - Security is definitely top of the list and this can be covered is multiple avenues - Admin users, does the solution offer RBAC roles allowing you to define what your admin can do and see- End users – defining the protocols they can use, what they can access, and their permissions- Maybe you need security type zones, domains that can be setup controlling what admins have access like the servers they can connect to, the automated workflows they can access, and users- Detail audit trails is also a must – a solution that is tracking those inbound and outbound files transfers but also – what your admins are doing and the end users; those users that are accessing the server and sharing filesMaybe you have certain encryption protocols that you must follow based on your requirements and maybe based on the compliances that you must meet.You should have a MFT solution that offers all the protections that you need for file in transit, but also provide the protection at rest – such as OpenPGP, AES 256 bit encryption and more.
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Understanding the Benefits

Meet Compliance Requirements 

Reduce Your Costs

 Secure your data 
 PCI DSS, FISMA, HIPAA/HITECH, GBLA, SOX, and the GDPR.

 Eliminate custom scripts and programs
 Eliminate single-function tools
 Eliminate manual processes 

$

Additional MFT solution benefits:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Heath -  <use pointer>Additional Key Benefits of an enterprise level MFT solutions is to make sure ...Compliances:     the MFT solutions works within compliance frameworks, regulations, and standards to help you make the best decisions for your data security. The MFT solution should be ready to help you in your quest for compliance and assist you in processing your data in a secure manner. Whether you use the solution on-premises or in the cloud, a SaaS solution (software as a service), you get to make the choices on how to manage, monitor, and audit the controls surrounding your data.As for Achieving compliance; typically, this requires a holistic view and plan.  The MFT solution should be able to secure your sensitive files and transmit data using the latest security standards to keep your data secure and comply with regulations, frameworks, and standards.   The MFT solution should address many controls in popular and widely-used security frameworks, standards, and regulations, including   ‘And ‘  sorry for the acronyms: PCI, HIPPA, SOX, GDPR, and to throw a few more in the mix:  California Consumer Privacy Act,  Australia's CDR, Singapore's PDPA  As a question to ask yourself, Do you have specific requirements or risks you want or really MUST address?   The MFT solution team should be able to collaborate with you to help you understand how they can  assist in your compliance efforts.How about COSTS?    Expenses can come in different ways, but a big expense can be eliminated when you don't need to write and manage custom scripts and programs.   These programs can take days or weeks to build and can be challenging to support and to keep updated with all the current changes and regulations.   Also, having numerous tools being used to move data around, maybe another solution to create the keys, to encrypt, and so-fourth;  these tools or multiple solutions can exponentialize the issue and make it extremely difficult to manage, update and more costly.  Often times, free tools deployed for a business case may not provide sufficient logging to help analyze where an issue may lie which could also be very costly at the end when dealing with a critical case or worse yet – data leakage.============================notes PCI DSSCentralized controls and managementRole-based administration and permissionsStrong Key Management System (KMS)Detailed audit logs and reportingPCI Security Settings Audit ReportLearn MoreThe GDPRFile transfer encryption technologies (e.g. Open PGP, SSH, and TLS)Integrity checks for successful file transfersDetailed audit logs and reportingModule for sending sensitive emailsAdmin User Roles for auditors and security or data protection officersLearn MoreHIPAA & HITECHFile transfer monitoringDetailed audit logs and reportingGranular user permissionsSecure data exchange using SFTP, SCP, FTPS, and HTTPSLearn MoreFISMA & NISTA FIPS 140-2 compliance mode for all file transfersDetailed audit logs and reportingGranular user permissionsStringent security controlsLearn MoreAustralia's CDRRole-based administration and permissions to access dataDetailed audit logs and reportingFile encryption technologiesSecurity settings for sending and receiving confidential emailsLearn MorePIPEDAStringent security controls and role-based user accessData encryption technologiesSecure data exchangeLearn MoreCalifornia Consumer Privacy ActDetailed audit logs and reportingCentralized controls and managementFile transfer encryption technologiesLearn MoreSingapore's PDPALimited data access based on user permissionsData encryption at rest and in motionDetailed audit logs and reporting
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Understanding the Benefits

Improve Your Transfers

Deploy on Multiple Platforms

 Simplify and automate
 Easy to use manage 
 Easy to use interface
 Flexibility and capability

 Deployment: on-premises, in the cloud, or hybrid environment
 Hosted solution (Saas) 
 Solution to grow and expand with you

Additional MFT solution benefits:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Heath -  <use pointer>My last page on benefits -- - an MFT solutions should help you simplify, manage, and automate your files transfers.   The building of your file movements should be easy, graphical taking advantage of the skills that we are all familiar with – drag and dropping and maybe double clicking to quickly and easily add in another task or action to take.... no longer needing to write programs or build lengthy and over welling scripts just to move files from point a to point b.- another key benefit is the solution should be able to be installed on a platform that meets yours needs, a platform that you are more comfortable working on, more secure or more stable.  Is the MFT solution OS agnostic, basically meaning can it be installed on a Windows, Linux, an IBM I, a Mac?  Can it be deployed in your own cloud maybe that's AWS or Azure or a hybrid approach.   Maybe you are looking for a solution that is SaaS based, a Software as a Service where you do not need to manage the hardware nor the software; plus, the software need to be able to expand, grow with your needs.



Pre-Search Considerations
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
<say>  what considerations are your or should you be searching on?
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 On-Premises  Public/Private Cloud  MFTaaS

Deployment Considerations

71 % Hybrid

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Heath & Richard Heath – The first consideration... where should your MFT solution be installed??   What deployment is right for you??On-premise – where you manage the application, operating system, the servers, network, and storageOr in a Public / Private Cloud (a hybrid) where you manage the application, operating system but the Server, Storage, and networking is managed by the cloud on AWS or Azure. Then you also have options where you might be better of with an MFT solution that is Software as a Service, a saas solution where you only have to manage the users and data flow, the rest, is managed by the MFT solution like the Application, Operating system, Servers, Storage and more. With the cloud popularity growing at a very fast rate,  <click> In a 2021 Cloud Security Report by Cybersecurity Insiders, it was found that  71% of organizations are pursuing a hybrid or multi-cloud strategy with only 27% relying on a single cloud deployment. Richard - A tip here – ask questions.  With several options available, finding the right environment for you will be based around your requirements and needs – "In the cloud is the MFT solution the same full solution that is on-prem?There are migration considerations, accessing your data, flexibility, regions, an so on. 
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Healthcare

Logistics

Healthcare organizations need to secure their ePHI data and ensure their files are easily transferred and 
accessible to other locations and departments. The MFT solutions you evaluate should segment users, 
provide strong authentication methods, offer detailed auditing and reporting for worldwide data 
protection regulations (like HIPAA in the U.S., the EU’s Directive of Data Protection, and Canada’s 
PIPEDA), and coordinate patient data with outside physicians and remote offices.

Distribution and warehouse organizations must be able to automate the exchange of orders and EDI 
documents with their trading partners. Managed file transfer can help ease this burden by securing data 
for SOX 404 and 409, maintaining records for 21 CFR Part 1.236-1.368, meeting FTC regulations for tax 
filings and inventory control, generating audit trails, and controlling access to sensitive documents.

Pre-Search Considerations – Industry Specific Requirements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Heath -   <tab to bring up next industry...    Quickly go through this slide and the next 2 about industry requirement >What industry are you in? Keeping industry-specific needs in mind when evaluating MFT solutions will make the decision processes much easier, as you’ll be able to vet what will and won’t work right away. MFT solutions are being used by many types and sizes of industries; will the MFT solution that you are looking at comply to your needs and to your industry requirements? Here are a few important requirements to consider in the following industries and definitely not limited to:<click> Heathcare – define the users from what they can see and what they can do within the MFT solutions,  along with setting their permissions.  The solution should also offer multiple authentication methods like AD, LDAP, IBM, SAML and also MFA – Multi Factor authentication.<click>  Logistics -   Security data, sox compliant, meeting regulations, audit trail and more.
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$

Higher Education

Insurance

Banking and Finance

Post-secondary schools must protect confidential student information, both university-wide and in the 
exchange of data with authorized third parties. Managed file transfer can help schools achieve compliance 
with FERPA, PCI DSS, GLBA, FISMA, and HIPAA, as well as protect student data through encryption, 
detailed audit logs, centralized user administration, and enforced password policies.

The insurance industry must meet onerous compliance burdens and find a way to simplify and automate the 
data they exchange with business partners. A good MFT solution will help insurance companies meet SOX, 
GLBA, HIPAA, and HITECH requirements; secure data in compliance with the Dodd-Frank Act; maintain the 
integrity of files in motion for OIG, Medicare, and Medicaid; transfer data in bulk for ETL and migrations; and 
more.

Banks and financial institutions understand the importance of protecting sensitive data. The right MFT 
solution will help you achieve PCI DSS and GLBA compliance; provide tracking, auditing, and delivery 
requirements for Basel III; secure private data for SOX 404 and 409; and secure data in transit and at rest for 
the Dodd-Frank Act.

Pre-Search Considerations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Heath -    <<Point out key points as highlighted>>    <tab to bring up next industry...>Higher-Education – all about meeting their compliance from FERPA, PCI to HIPPA, encryption, detail audit trial, and a solution that is centralized.Insurance – the’re need is around security and compliance but they also need a solution that will simplify their file movements and to automate their file transfersBanking and Finance – Protection is key, they have a lot sensitive data, they have compliance levels like PCI and GLBA that they must meet and so much more. 
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Manufacturing

Public Sector

Retail

Product manufacturing frequently requires the secure exchange of data files between departments, business partners, 
and (sometimes) government entities. Any MFT solution you consider should secure data for SOX 404 and 409, 
maintain records for 21 CFR Part 1.236-1.368, meet FTC regulations for tax filings and inventory control, generate 
audit trails, and control access to sensitive documents.

Government agencies face significant regulations and security policies. In addition to meeting compliance 
requirements for FIPS 140-2, SOX, GLBA, PCI DSS, and HIPAA, organizations in the public sector are also accountable 
for FISMA, a mandate that requires them to create, document, and implement a plan to ensure their information 
systems are secure. In addition, solutions must be secured from the Product Compliant List of the National 
Information Assurance Partnership's Common Criteria and Evaluation and Validation Scheme (NIAP-CCEVS). The right 
MFT solution can help with all of this—and more.

Escalating instances of data theft emphasizes the need for retail locations to safeguard customers’ personal data and 
credit card information. Managed file transfer can help retail companies comply with PCI DSS, SOX, and FTC regulations, 
implement internal policies that conform to the Non-Bank Financial Services Rule, and control access to documents 
with enterprise-level security settings (like user and group roles).

Pre-Search Considerations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Heath -   Point out key points as highlighted   <tab to bring up next industry...>Manufacturing – they need a secure way to share data internally between departments but also with their business partners.  The need a solution that will protect their sensitive data, allowing them to define or set those permissions by user or a group of users.Public Sector – Right away, compliance.  They need to follow FIPS 140-2, SOX, GLBA, PCI and HIPAA.  They also require Common Criteria – basically a government level of security around their file movements.Retail – one of their biggest concern is around personal information.  They need a solution that will keep personal data like ss#, account #, to credit card information safe.  Your MFT solution should help companies keep this data safe, meeting compliance regulations and more.  Another add-on – the MFT should offer DLP -- ways to scan the data for PII or PHI information before they are sent out for that Data Loss Prevention, or scan files coming in for viruses.  
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Cyber & Data Breach Defense

Questions to help you get you started: (Security)

• What types of encryption standards are supported?
• Does it use FIPS 140-2 validated encryption ciphers?
• Does this solution track all user events and file activity?
• Will the solution block brute-force and DoS attacks?
• Does this solution offer notifications (email and/or SMS) for 
login failures, rejected files, and other irregular activity?
• Does the solution meet the security standards required for 
Common Criteria certification?

Pre-Search Considerations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Heath -  The name of the game is Defense!!Why you ask... Starting last year, in 2020, and now still into this year – these last couple years have become remarkable in many ways, especially when it comes to the surge in cyber attacks. The Covid-19 pandemic has given an unprecedented opportunity to cyber attackers to hack and break down the organizations’ IT infrastructure. The work-from-home working module adopted by such organizations has been attributed to the rise of cyber attacks.The security gap between the home and office network has played a key role to make way for the data breaches in 2020 and into 2021. This issue has resulted in the theft of confidential information, leading to the loss of millions of dollars for breached organizations.Defense -- That’s the strategy you and your IT team need to take against cybersecurity threats along with Data Breaches. . Adding to your cybersecurity defense starts by taking proactive steps long before a data breach or misuse of your sensitive data occurs. Selecting the right encryption method for securing data transfers can help shield against incidents that can wreak havoc with your budget, reputation with your customers, and cost precious time and resources. Auditing the tracking of the file movements, authentication, auto IP blocking, are just scratching the service of those MFT questions you should be asking. IT teams are focused on implementing cybersecurity practices, reviewing their 3rd party applications, software, and networks more than ever.   Make sure the MFT solution is also putting security first and ask how they’ll work with you to protect the sensitive information you share on a daily basis.A quick side note, if you would like to learn more about encryption methods, how it works, terminology and more... There is a recorded webinar that's available on demand that we did earlier this year called "How to Choose the Right Encryption Method for Securely Exchanging Files" available on the HelpSystems website.==== possible notesData Encryption Methods & TechnologiesWhile many organizations still use multiple solutions for their secure file transfer needs, GoAnywhere gives organizations the opportunity to centralize their encryption processes within a single, affordable solution for the enterprise. Reduce your exposure with GoAnywhere’s cutting-edge encryption technologies for data in transit and at rest:NIST-certified FIPS 140-2 crypto moduleStrong cipher suitesSecure transmission protocolsDetailed audit logsRole-based access controlMulti-factor authenticationEnd-users can also securely upload files from their own infrastructure, which mitigates organizational remote access compliance issues.
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Cyber & Data Breach Defense

Questions to help you get you started: (Authentication / Permissions)

• Can I define various permissions for separation of duties?
• Can users access shared or multiple folders with same or 
different permissions
• Can I restrict users to specific directories and subfolders?
• Can users access with SFTP, HTTPS, FTPS, AS2?
• Can I authenticate users against LDAP or Active Directory?
• Can I perform multi-factor authentication?

Pre-Search Considerations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Heath - My last point around considerations… make sure to ask questions on the authentication options like AD, LDAP, SAML, or MFA it offers for all types of users, the administrators to the end users like your customers or trading partners.How does the tool let you define what your end users can see, what permissions they have like listing, uploading, downloading, to the protocol that they can use to connect to your MFT server maybe they can only use HTTPS where another user could use SFTP or HTTPS and so on.==== possible notesData Encryption Methods & TechnologiesWhile many organizations still use multiple solutions for their secure file transfer needs, GoAnywhere gives organizations the opportunity to centralize their encryption processes within a single, affordable solution for the enterprise. Reduce your exposure with GoAnywhere’s cutting-edge encryption technologies for data in transit and at rest:NIST-certified FIPS 140-2 crypto moduleStrong cipher suitesSecure transmission protocolsDetailed audit logsRole-based access controlMulti-factor authenticationEnd-users can also securely upload files from their own infrastructure, which mitigates organizational remote access compliance issues.



Key MFT Features

Auditing and Reporting Cloud Support Remote Agents Automation Data Loss Prevention

Pre-Search Considerations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Heath -  When exploring your options, here are some features to look forAuditing - Audit logs help you monitor the activity in your environment for all movement of files. Reporting metrics provide statistical details, graphs,  and charts of this activity.Cloud Support - Cloud deployment gives you the flexibility to automate     and secure file transfers in    the cloud, no matter where   those files reside. Look for a solution that scales with your organization and works with popular cloud computing      platforms like Amazon Web  Services and Microsoft AzureRemote Agents - Remote agents can automate file transfers and workflows on systems throughout your enterprise. They are managed by a central deployment of the product, allowing you to run processes and transfers across multiple locations.Automation - A MFT solution with batch    automation will allow you to determine when your file      transfers perform. Look for   an option that can execute  multiple transfers concurrently, trigger when another process completes, and comes with a built-in scheduler, which eliminates  the need for other tools or    software to launch your workflows.Data Loss Prevention - Having an integrated DLP + MFT ensures you can detect, inspect, and secure critical data across email, web, and the cloud. It minimizes your risk of accidental data loss, data exfiltration, and cyberattacks and reduces the impact on day-to-day operations.============== notes grabbed from our websiteFeatures of a Robust MFT Software SolutionAt the bare minimum, you’ll want your managed file transfer solution to be secure, encrypt activities, automate file transfers, help you meet necessary compliance regulations, be easy-to-use, and work across multiple platforms. You also should consider these features to maximize the use of MFT at your organization.Advanced auditing and tracking: Tracks the data you transfer each day, noting all file activity and provides detailed reports for export as needed.Clustering: Allows you to distribute a heavy workload for higher availability and supports load balancing across multiple systems.Cloud support: As more organizations drive their applications, data, and file transfers to the cloud, you’ll want to be sure your MFT solution is capable of supporting this. Some solutions are 100 percent cloud-based; others are on-site only; and still others offer a hybrid approach.Remote agents: With central deployment of the software you can configure and schedule your critical business processes across your organization. These MFT agents can live on premises or in the cloud to help you automatically monitor folders and transfer files at remote locations or with trading partners.Integrations: Lets you use popular services like Salesforce, SharePoint, Dropbox and other out-of-the-box software securely.



Extensive Security 
Controls

Secure Email / Forms 
Capabilities

Flexible Web Client Load Balancing & 
Clustering

EDI File Translation

Key MFT Features
Pre-Search Considerations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Heath - Security Controls - Enterprise-level security will   help you meet stringent in-house policies and compliance requirements. Make sure the MFT solution you evaluate comes with features that safeguard your data and restrict users to only the areas of the product they needSecure Email / Secure Forms - A solution that offers a secure way to send email will help ensure the security of your messages and files by turning them into encrypted packages. These packages can then be downloaded through a protected HTTPS connection.Web Client - A browser-based interface allows you and your trading partners to perform file transfers through HTTPS. This type of interface may give your team the best flexibility because it doesn’t require a desktop client installation.Load Balancing & Clustering – Load balancing allows you to process high volumes of file transfers by spreading the workload across multiple systems. Clustering (active-active) allows the automatic failover to another system if a server in the cluster goes down.EDI File Translation - Many traditional EDI tools are complex and time-consuming to configure. A robust solution with EDI file translation should support critical X12 and EDIFACT standards and combine file transfer and EDI into one, easy-to-use solution for reading, writing, and mapping X12 and XML files between databases.Time for a breather for me, Richard will be covering a more-in depth evaluation… helping you build that checklist===================== notes Everything features is important and the ability to automatically scan and protect data that is leaving but also to protect yourself  from viruses for those files coming is amazing and should be seamless for the end users.Other key features for Managed File Transfers are:Security: You’ll want the ability to set password policies and authenticate users with LDAP, AD,  SAML, multi-factor and other identity and also access management features.Secure Email and Secure Forms are also a great way to share data securely and easily.  Protecting emails and forms can be just as vital as protecting data being transferred or at rest.  The secure mail features allow the recipient to click on a link to download the files directly from your server; no size restriction, built in security, auditing or tracking these emails is also key.  Browser base solution: this allows flexibility, simplicity, and mobility.  Whether you’re at your desk or away, a browser-based solution can allow you to manage and users can access to share files.   Plus option that can send you an alert if a file transfer fails and more.Solutions that offer Load Balancing and Clustering with Reverse proxy: This feature, not available on all solutions, this option will help keep your file sharing servers inside your private network private from the outside world and away from your DMZ.EDI..--Features of a Robust MFT Software SolutionAt the bare minimum, you’ll want your managed file transfer solution to be secure, encrypt activities, automate file transfers, help you meet necessary compliance regulations, be easy-to-use, and work across multiple platforms. You also should consider these features to maximize the use of MFT at your organization.Advanced auditing and tracking: Tracks the data you transfer each day, noting all file activity and provides detailed reports for export as needed.Clustering: Allows you to distribute a heavy workload for higher availability and supports load balancing across multiple systems.Cloud support: As more organizations drive their applications, data, and file transfers to the cloud, you’ll want to be sure your MFT solution is capable of supporting this. Some solutions are 100 percent cloud-based; others are on-site only; and still others offer a hybrid approach.Remote agents: With central deployment of the software you can configure and schedule your critical business processes across your organization. These MFT agents can live on premises or in the cloud to help you automatically monitor folders and transfer files at remote locations or with trading partners.Integrations: Lets you use popular services like Salesforce, SharePoint, Dropbox and other out-of-the-box software securely.



In-Depth Evaluation

19

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you Heath!Next slide.
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In-Depth Evaluation

Create a Requirements Checklist

Once you’ve identified the features you want in an MFT solution and have 
an idea of what your organization needs in terms of deployment, industry, 
and cybersecurity, it’s helpful to create a checklist of requirements that you 
can easily refer to when evaluating different MFT solutions. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Richard –To begin the In depth evaluation we suggest creating a requirements checklist.  This list should also include your compliance requirements, deployment options, and budget considerations.Once you’ve identified the features you want in an MFT solution and have an idea of what your organization needs in terms of deployment it’s helpful to create a checklist of requirements that you can easily refer to when evaluating different MFT solutions. We’ve provided some sample questions here to help you get started one of the basic things that we recommend asking for is what operating systems are supported? Security standards? FIPS 140-2 ?What cloud deployment options are available Azure, AWS? Region specific.Does it help me meet my compliance requirements? What are my compliance and security requirements?   Are there specific protocols that I have to have?What type of file transfer scenarios does the solution provides for? Does it support Ad hoc file transfer?  Is there a Web Interface for human users?
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In-Depth Evaluation Requirements Checklist Sample Questions

What Authentication 
methods are supported?

What levels of support are 
available from the vendor? 

Does the solution offer 
automation/workflows that 
meet my unique needs?

Does the system 
generate audit logs 
and activity reports?

Does the vendor invest in their product and provide frequent 
updates, enhancements?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Richard - Additional questions -Is the solution unlimited? users/Trading partners? Number of file transfer or file size?What are the authentication and user password options?  Does it support 2FA?What levels of support are available from the vendor?  Do I need 24/7 support?Can I generate audit reports? activity reports? Automatically send to partnersDoes the solution offer automation/workflows that meet my unique needs?Does the vendor invest in their product and provide frequent updates and enhancements to the product?Can I install it and start using it myself? Or will this require Pro Services?   Does the Vendor provide training?  
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In-Depth Evaluation

List Your Compliance Needs

See what resources the solution
offers for compliance. 

Do they have data sheets, checklists, or an FAQ that 
describes how their product helps organizations meet 
certain regulation requirements? 

Are they on the Product Compliant List for NIAP-
CCEVS?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Richard - Determine what compliance standards you will need to meet.  Do you handle Payment Card information? Then you probably need PCI DSS compliance.  Private Healthcare information PHI, HIPPA, SOC’s, GDPR privacy standard, CCPA California Consumer protection Act; These are all standards to be considered depending on the content of your data.Is there a Full audit log to trace complete lifecycle of data transfers? Does the solution in clude a robust set of authentication controls over who can access data Integration with DLP?Another important question to ask is for the vendor to provide information about integrations, and datasheets for technical features of the product.
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In-Depth Evaluation

Determine Your Budget

• Can I license specific modules? 
• Are clustered and load balancing licenses discounted? 
• Do you discount non-production licenses? 
• Can I lease the software? 
• Do you offer user- or vendor-based licensing, or are users and vendors unlimited? 

Questions to ask
the vendor’s sale team include: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Richard - When it comes to determining your budget secure managed file transfer solutions come in all sizes and packages, from small, to enterprise-sized solutions that cost hundreds of thousands of dollars. When determining how much you want to spend on an MFT solution, consider what is—and isn’t—included in the price. Questions to ask the vendor’s sale team include: • Can I license specific modules? • Are clustered and load balancing licenses discounted? • Do you discount non-production licenses? • Can I lease the software? • Do you offer user- or vendor-based licensing, or are users and vendors unlimited? Beyond initial software licenses, most buyers purchase a support package and annual maintenance, so they can upgrade to the latest product version as soon as it’s available, and receive timely support if there were to be an issue with the service. Also consider any optional investments you’d like to put into the product, such as professional services (e.g. migration and implementation assistance, software training) or add-on modules that expand what you can do with your MFT solution.
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In-Depth Evaluation

Find the Solution’s ROI

• Respond quickly to new security requirements without creating additional work. 

• Save time by eliminating labor-intensive processes like scripting and programming. 

• Grow with the needs of the organization as its data requirements become more complex. 

• Avoid unplanned and unnecessary system downtime by keeping file transfers running. 

• Scale with any nodes, systems, and networks added to an environment over time.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Richard - - Aside from its ability to secure and automate file transfer tasks, one of the most attractive aspects of implementing an MFT solution is the positive return on the investment (ROI). This ROI varies, as the amount you can save depends on the vendor and product. When evaluating solutions, look to see if the vendor has an ROI tool or resource that will calculate how much your organization stands to save after replacing your legacy products, manual file transfers and scripts, and homegrown workflows. Some items to look for: • ability to respond quickly to new security requirements without creating additional work. • Save time by eliminating labor-intensive processes like scripting and programming. • Grow with the needs of the organization as its data requirements become more complex. • Avoid unplanned and unnecessary system downtime by keeping file transfers running. • Scale with any nodes, systems, and networks added to an environment over time.Lets…talk about our solutions here at HS…
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Easily manage all file 
transfers through a 

modern, web-based 
interface

Choose the best fit 
protocol for your transfer 

needs: SFTP, FTPS, AS2/3/4,  
HTTPS, and more.

Move files with extensive 
security controls to meet 

compliance requirements.

Eliminate the need for 
custom programs/scripts, 
single-function tools, or 

manual processes.

Comprehensive, enterprise-level MFT designed to help you seamlessly and securely manage
data transfers no matter where the data resides or where the instance is deployed.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Richard – My  last slide… I would like to introduce the MFT solutions here at HelpSystems, we have Globalscape and GoAnywhere.These solutions are pretty much identical; they both offer a high level of automating your file transfers securely….. Both HS MFT solutions provide robust platforms that are scalable, reliable, and extremely powerful.Uses industry-standard internet protocols such as HTTP, HTTPS, FTP, FTPS, SFTP, and AS2Built in workflow automation with auditing, notifications and integration with a wide variety of systems and API's.Ad hoc file transfers including secure mail, file and folder sharing, web based accessSupports two-factor authentication via RADIUS, SMS message, and SAML 2.0Heath can you tell us more about more about the different Managed file transfer use cases and how our products fit within them?



AUTOMATION
Automate manual tasks like 
workflows and file transfers

COLLABORATION
Allow end users to easily 

exchange files while retaining 
control of sensitive data.

EDI
Read, write, map, and move 
X12, EDIFACT, and XML files

DATA TRANSLATION
Translate data to/from 

popular formats (XML, JSON) 
without needing scripts

CLOUD FILE TRANSERS
Move and monitor files in the 
cloud from a centralized hub

HelpSystems MFT Use Cases
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INTEGRATION
Easily integrate with external 

cloud and web apps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Heath – Yes, I would be happy to. These two solutions are enterprise level MFT solutions that can provide that security, ease of use, pushing pulling files, excepting files from users.  You will be able to transfer files server to server, person to person, and anything in between.  Between the two solutions, you will be able to install and manage the solution on the server of your choice if on prem like Windows, Linux, a Mac, and IBMi, in your cloud, or lets us host it, where HelpSystems will manage the hardware and software for you through our Saas offering.Plus if you have a need for stronger collaborations, read and write data in different formats, integration with your applications or to reach out to an ICAP server to scan files for DLP – Data Loss Preventions or scan files coming in for viruses, PLUS the capability to mange – to read and write to EDI x12 files there are mapping options available and more.   These solutions will fit in very nicely for you!Richard, lets wrap it up ….<next slide>
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Thank you for joining us!

Questions about GoAnywhere or Globalscape
features? We’re happy to help.

www.goanywhere.com
www.globalscape.com

Request a walkthrough of HelpSystems MFT 
www.goanywhere.com/demo or 
www.globalscape.com/demo

A survey will display after this webinar ends.
Please let us know how we did. Thanks for your feedback!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Heath –If you have any further questions  - please submit them now and we will try to get to them now.    If not – later, If you have any questions or would like a demonstration, please don’t hesitate to contact us we would love to talk with you. <next Slide is Q&A>

http://www.goanywhere.com/
http://www.globalscape.com/
http://www.goanywhere.com/demo
http://www.globalscape.com/demo
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Heath & Richard                     <<Need 5 canned Q&A just in case>> Q: John: What automation does your MFT solution bring?  A: Within GA you can automate the project those workflows using a built-in scheduler, folder monitoring where GA is able to watch local folders, network shared folders, even remote folders through like SFTP, Triggers – these are triggered events for the server side like when users are connecting to your server to upload or download files.   Plus you can also download our command and api’s that allow you to run these workflows from your own enterprise scheduler if needed.  Q: Stacy:  Do you offer any training or professional services to assist?Yes. GoAnywhere users can get expert help from our product specialists in the following areas: product training, project consulting, integration and configuration, upgrades and conversions, and migration assistance. On-line or we can come to you.  Another tip that I didn’t get time to show, our built-in help within the software.  If you are working on resources or setting up an SFTP file transfer, the GA software knows, and we have a button on that page, a question mark for quick intuitive help.  The help is very detailed, and we also provide several examples .  It’s awesome.Q: Mark:  What platforms can GA be installed on?GoAnywhere is pretty much OS agnostic, you can install GA on a Windows, Linux, An IBM I, a Mac… and as we covered earlier, GA can be installed in the cloud within your AWS or Azure or hosted by HelpSystems – a SaaS solution.  A good mix if you will.Q.Q.
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